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1.0  Purpose                                                                                                                                                      

The Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD) is acquiring a new CAD/AVL system that
will employ a commercial wireless data network for messaging and the State of Colorado
Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) for voice.  To assess the performance of candidate
mobile and portable radios on the DTRS, RTD conducted a drive test survey in February of
2010 and a follow-up survey in May of 2010.  Testing was limited to vendors whose radios
operate in both the 700 and 800 MHz bands and are approved by the Consolidated
Communications Network of Colorado (CCNC) for use on the DTRS.  Five radio vendors each
provided one mobile radio and one portable radio for testing.  These radio vendors are EF
Johnson, Harris, Kenwood, Motorola and Tait.  

The test methods employed during this survey are similar, but not identical, to those specified
in the CAD/AVL RFP.  The survey was focused on answering two principal questions:

• Does the radio provide delivered audio quality (DAQ) of 4.0 or better at over 95% of
locations for mobile outbound calls, assuming adequate signal amplitude exists?

• Does the radio affiliate primarily with the four DTRS sites where RTD will install
repeaters and are at least 95% of calls being handled by these four sites? 

Because the drive test route was only a subset of the actual bus and train routes, the measured
values of service area reliability (SAR) presented in this report do not represent compliance or
non-compliance with the requirements of the CAD/AVL RFP. 

2.0  Test Approach                                                                                                                                       

2.1  Test Methodology.  The test configuration was an automated system under software
control.  The survey route was driven twice, once for mobile outbound calls and once for
portable inbound calls.  In both cases, 64 kbps pulse code modulated (PCM) audio recordings
of 40 spoken Harvard sentences were played over the radio link.  For each Harvard sentence,
one male and one female speaker were used, for a total of 80 separate recordings.  Male and
female recordings were interleaved.  See Appendix B for a list of the Harvard sentences used.

For mobile outbound calls, all radios operated from the same talk group dedicated to the test.
No other calls were placed on this talk group during the survey.   An 8-channel logging
recorder was connected to the five mobile radios and was controlled by an on-board laptop
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computer.  Calls were placed from a DTRS console owned by the Pikes Peak Regional
Communications Network (PPRCN) and located in Colorado Springs.   A laptop computer at
the console placed one group call every 15 seconds.  The call was received simultaneously by
all five mobile radios located in the test vehicle.  The logging recorder was polled by the on-
board laptop PC and the 64 kbps PCM audio files (.au files) were stored on the computer’s
hard drive.   A log file was also written with GPS coordinates, time of day, and file name of
each audio file.

For portable inbound files, the on-board laptop computer, a “bunny” box to key each radio,
and an NCS Model 250 8-channel patch device were configured to sequentially key each
portable radio every 5 seconds and play the same audio file on each radio.  After all  five
radios had been keyed using one Harvard sentence, a new Harvard sentence was selected and
transmitted in the same manner.  The laptop computer at the DTRS console was configured to
record incoming audio using off-the-shelf recording software with a a VOX switch.     

2.2  Test Configuration.  A mobile 19” wide rack served as the test fixture.  It was constructed
to hold all ten radios and interface hardware.

Each mobile or portable radio was connected to a rooftop magnetic mount 3 dBd 700/800 MHz
antenna with 12’ of Belden RF-195 coaxial transmission line.  The antennas, connectors and
transmission line were swept with an Anritsu S332D network analyzer to ensure low insertion
loss and good impedance match.  Each radio had identical antenna gain and line loss.  The
antennas were spaced roughly two feet apart on the roof of the test vehicle to minimize antenna
pattern effects and the likelihood of receiver desensitization when each radio was keyed.  A
GPS receiver was connected to the on-board laptop PC with a magnetic mount GPS antenna
installed on the vehicle rooftop.  The test vehicle was a full-size 15-passenger van provided by
Servitech.

Two test receivers with GPS were also used to collect signal strength measurements from the
four RTD preferred sites.

A block diagram of the test system is shown in Figure 1.

2.3  Site Preferences.  Each radio was programmed with site preferences so the radio would
favor the four sites where RTD plans to install radio repeaters.  These four sites are State
Services, Chevron Building, Gunbarrel, and the Arapahoe County Administration Building.
Site preference algorithms are not part of the P25 standard and vary between vendors, but
most vendors implement at least three levels of preference in the subscriber radio:

Least Preferred: The site will be avoided unless it is the only usable site for operation.
No Preference: The site is given no preference.
Preferred: The site will be used over all non-preferred sites with similar signal

quality.
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For this drive test survey, the four RTD repeater sites were designated Preferred sites and all
other sites were designated Least Preferred.

Figure 1 - Test System Block Diagram

At the time of this writing, Harris radios support a maximum of eight site preferences of any
type while the other four vendors support 32 or more site preferences.  Because the District is
served by more than 20 DTRS sites, the Harris limitation can result in relatively poor site
affiliation.  Harris plans to release new firmware at the end of the second quarter of 2010 that
will increase the number of site preferences.

Site preferences are not the only method for controlling or influencing site affiliation.  The
infrastructure also influences site affiliation.   Especially important is the neighbor list, which
is maintained by the network infrastructure.  A subscriber radio can only hand off (or “roam”)
from one site to another if the new site is in the neighbor list for the current site.  Ideally,
RTD’s four preferred sites should be neighbors to each other to minimize roaming on other
sites.   The current DTRS network software supports a maximum of 14 neighbors per site.

The drive route  for the voice radio drive test survey is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Drive Route for Voice Radio Drive Test Survey

2.4  Post Processing.  To remove spatial bias, the audio samples were gridded to a uniform
grid with 2,000 meter square tiles and only the sample nearest the center of each tile was
retained.  Gridding resulted in between 300 and 500 samples for scoring.

2.5  Scoring.  The figure of merit for this test was DAQ and the threshold of acceptable
performance was DAQ 4.0.  TSB-88-C defines DAQ 4.0 as  “Speech easily understood.
Occasional noise/distortion.”  For the purposes of this test, RTD simplified the definition of
DAQ 4.0 to be “every word is intelligible regardless of noise and distortion.”   
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For the final drive test survey (see Section 3.0), a panel of two RTD personnel and one
Servitech employee scored the audio files.   Custom scoring software was developed to present
each audio file to the user.  Vendor names were removed from each file name and the order of
files was randomized to preclude any vendor bias.  After scoring was completed, an
engineering version of the scoring software was used to re-order the scored files and identify
the radio vendor.   A majority rule was applied to the scores to arrive at a single score for
each audio sample.  In other words, if two or more listeners scored the sample as DAQ 4.0 or
higher, the score was 4.0.  Otherwise, the score was 1.0.    

3.0  Test Results                                                                                                                                            

The performance results for the initial drive test survey, conducted from February 28 through
March 2, 2010, are listed in Table 1.  In Table 1, SAR is defined as the percentage of samples
scored with a DAQ of 4.0 or higher.  The SAR values in Table 1 should not be used to indicate
compliance with the CAD/AVL RFP because the geographical distribution of test samples does
not match the geographical distribution of RTD bus or train traffic.  The drive test route
favored suburbs and rural areas more so than actual bus or train routes do. 

Table 1 - Initial Drive Test Survey
(One Listener, February 25 - March 2, 2010)

Mobile Outbound (505 gridded samples)

Vendor Model SAR Missing Audio Preferred Sites

EF Johnson 53SL ES 98.6% 0.4% 24.1%

Harris M7200 93.9%* 41.4%* 51.4%

Kenwood TK5910 79.8% 13.1% 58.1%

Motorola APX 7500 96.6% 0% 86.1%

Tait TM9135 90.3% 6.1% N/A

Portable Inbound (360 gridded samples)

Vendor Model SAR Missing Audio Preferred Sites

EF Johnson 51SL ES 92.0% 2.0% 34.0%

Harris P7200 87.0% 6.0% 52.0%

Kenwood TK5410 78.0% 14.0% 77.0%

Motorola XTL 5000 90.0% 3.0% 78.0%

Tait TP9155 81.0% 10.0% 70.0%

Note that the Harris mobile radio had a large number of missing audio files because of a
hardware failure that caused the radio’s audio output to fail part way through the test.  The
Harris SAR value in Table 1 reflects only those files that were actually received while the SAR
value for the other vendor radios includes the effect of missing files.  Because a second survey
was pending (see below), the test team decided not to re-drive the route to capture the missing
Harris audio files.
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The radio ID for the Tait mobile radio was not found in the DTRS network database for some
unknown reason and consequently, no site affiliation data for this radio was available.

Primarily because of poor site affiliation, several vendors requested permission to load new
firmware or correct software settings and retest.  All vendors were given the opportunity to
load new firmware or otherwise make software changes.  Performance data was not shared
between vendors and all vendors were treated equally throughout the testing process.1

During the process of firmware upgrades and software settings, EF Johnson engineers
discovered that Gunbarrel and State Services were not neighbors.  State of Colorado personnel
were notified and neighbor lists were updated to ensure that State Services, Gunbarrel, and the
Chevron Building were all neighbors to each other before additional testing was conducted.

After the vendors were given a reasonable time to implement improvements, RTD authorized
a second drive test  survey and Table 2 lists the performance results for this new survey which
was conducted from May 4 through May 7, 2010.2  

Table 2 - Second Drive Test Survey
(3 Listeners, Majority Rule, May 4 - May 7, 2010)

Mobile Outbound (381 gridded samples)

Vendor Model SAR Missing Audio Preferred Sites

EF Johnson 53SL ES 97.1% 0.5% 84.5%

Harris M7300 94.5% 4.2% 54.3%

Kenwood TK5910 86.9% 3.9% 31.0%

Motorola APX 7500 96.9% 0.8% 91.6%

Tait TM9135 89.8% 4.5% 78.5%

Portable Inbound (472 gridded samples)

Vendor Model SAR Missing Audio Preferred Sites

EF Johnson 51SL ES 84.5% 10.2% 74.6%

Harris P3200 90.3% 8.1% 49.6%

Kenwood TK5410 95.3% 3.0% 50.0%

Motorola XTL 5000 91.1% 4.7% 78.0%

Tait TP9155 91.5% 4.0% 76.3%

Appendix A to this report contains coverage maps showing mobile outbound coverage from
the second drive test survey. 

1Other than site preferences, all other software settings were left to the vendor or his representative.
2The performance results of Table 1 are provided for historical reasons, but only the values in Table 2 are relevant going forward.
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Appendix A - Mobile Outbound Coverage Maps
Second Drive Test Survey, May 4-7, 2010

M1-M5 = EF Johnson, Tait, Harris, Motorola, Kenwood
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Appendix B - Harvard Sentences
Lists 1-4 Used



Harvard Sentences
From the appendix of: IEEE Subcommittee on Subjective Measurements IEEE Recommended Practices for Speech Quality 
Measurements. . vol 17, 227-46, 1969. Also found at .IEEE Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics CMU site

List 1

1. The birch canoe slid on the smooth planks.
2. Glue the sheet to the dark blue background.
3. It’s easy to tell the depth of a well.
4. These days a chicken leg is a rare dish.
5. Rice is often served in round bowls.
6. The juice of lemons makes fine punch.
7. The box was thrown beside the parked truck.
8. The hogs were fed chopped corn and garbage.
9. Four hours of steady work faced us.

10. Large size in stockings is hard to sell.

List 2

1. The boy was there when the sun rose.
2. A rod is used to catch pink salmon.
3. The source of the huge river is the clear spring.
4. Kick the ball straight and follow through.
5. Help the woman get back to her feet.
6. A pot of tea helps to pass the evening.
7. Smoky fires lack flame and heat.
8. The soft cushion broke the man’s fall.
9. The salt breeze came across from the sea.

10. The girl at the booth sold fifty bonds.

List 3

1. The small pup gnawed a hole in the sock.
2. The fish twisted and turned on the bent hook.
3. Press the pants and sew a button on the vest.
4. The swan dive was far short of perfect.
5. The beauty of the view stunned the young boy.
6. Two blue fish swam in the tank.
7. Her purse was full of useless trash.
8. The colt reared and threw the tall rider.
9. It snowed, rained, and hailed the same morning.

10. Read verse out loud for pleasure.

List 4

1. Hoist the load to your left shoulder.
2. Take the winding path to reach the lake.
3. Note closely the size of the gas tank.
4. Wipe the grease off his dirty face.
5. Mend the coat before you go out.
6. The wrist was badly strained and hung limp.
7. The stray cat gave birth to kittens.
8. The young girl gave no clear response.
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9. The meal was cooked before the bell rang.
10. What joy there is in living.

List 5

1. A king ruled the state in the early days.
2. The ship was torn apart on the sharp reef.
3. Sickness kept him home the third week.
4. The wide road shimmered in the hot sun.
5. The lazy cow lay in the cool grass.
6. Lift the square stone over the fence.
7. The rope will bind the seven books at once.
8. Hop over the fence and plunge in.
9. The friendly gang left the drug store.

10. Mesh mire keeps chicks inside.

List 6

1. The frosty air passed through the coat.
2. The crooked maze failed to fool the mouse.
3. Adding fast leads to wrong sums.
4. The show was a flop from the very start.
5. A saw is a tool used for making boards.
6. The wagon moved on well oiled wheels.
7. March the soldiers past the next hill.
8. A cup of sugar makes sweet fudge.
9. Place a rosebush near the porch steps.

10. Both lost their lives in the raging storm.

List 7

1. We talked of the slide show in the circus.
2. Use a pencil to write the first draft.
3. He ran half way to the hardware store.
4. The clock struck to mark the third period.
5. A small creek cut across the field.
6. Cars and busses stalled in snow drifts.
7. The set of china hit, the floor with a crash.
8. This is a grand season for hikes on the road.
9. The dune rose from the edge of the water.

10. Those words were the cue for the actor to leave.

List 8

1. A yacht slid around the point into the bay.
2. The two met while playing on the sand.
3. The ink stain dried on the finished page.
4. The walled town was seized without a fight.
5. The lease ran out in sixteen weeks.
6. A tame squirrel makes a nice pet.
7. The horn of the car woke the sleeping cop.
8. The heart beat strongly and with firm strokes.
9. The pearl was worn in a thin silver ring.

10. The fruit peel was cut in thick slices.

List 9
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